is shovn in Figure l .p, The thickness of the Absorber may 'be change.d from outsi'de .
\~.
' t the cavebymeans·of.the wheel shm"n in the diagram. Alonfr, the periphery of tHe wheel are mounted a nlimber of absorbers of v&rioufJ thicknesse8 whidl Cc1n be rotated :;
There has been some trouble in the storming power measurements due to an effect which eXhibits itself as p 10 to 15 mil horbantal transl!-ltion of the Attempts have been made to find a metho<i for the theoretical calcu~ation of n-p scattering which would agree with the experimental results obtained thus far.
As a start the Yukawa potential ge-r / R /1' was used. From p-p scattering nleasurementa the range l/R = 1.,18 x 10-13 cm had been determined, which seemed to be a likely value to start with. This range corresponds to 326 electron masses for the meson.
The necessity for fitting the bound state of the deuteron serves to characterize the quantity g.
On these assumptions good agreement was obtained with the experimental observations of n-p scattering and a totoal cross section of .087 barns was calculated.
It was found, however, that when the basic range was reduced to.!.~1.6 x 10-13 em, R corresponding to 175 electron masses for the meson, the agreement with high energy scattering wa~not good. The total cross section calculated was .14 barns as compared to the measured value of .085 barns, which would seem to rule out larger values of~• It is also necessary to fit the quadruple moment of the deuteron. This means adding a non-ceentral .forcej) so that the potential now takes the form ge-r/R(l +~S12)/1'.
I At the r,ange~= l.18 x 10-13 em one cannot fit the experimental data and the ,quadruple moment both. In t~is case a large range gives a better result 1 but the total cross section ealeulated is still 50 percent too large. To get around this difficulty a longer~ange tor the tensor forces was taken to give the potential the form g(e~<r/R/r + '(fs12e-r/Rl/r). This potential gives a fairly good agreement with the Gxperimental scattering results o The total cross section calculated from it is .090 barnT hese calculations ave being continued in an attempt to get a lower total cross section.
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